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Some things to 
keep in mind 
before we 
begin...
Allow enough time well ahead of a session to do the following: 
- Play around with the settings
- Seek help if you need it
- Practice, practice, & practice the technology over & over
- Seek help if you need it
- Test your session by asking for others to act like a user
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Create Your Own 
Zoom Links to Share Out
• Important if you want to 
utilize your own polls.
• Provides you with control of 
meeting as presenter & host.
Once inside your Zoom account, 
select Meetings and then 




Once you have created the link for your 
meeting, scroll down to the bottom of the 
page and select Poll and then Add to begin 





Take advantage of    
meeting templates        
when possible
• A good idea for reoccurring meetings 
& for re-using poll questions. 
• This is a great way to carry over event 
details and settings.
After you Schedule a Meeting and it is successfully 
created, scroll to the bottom of the page to select 
Save as a Meeting Template. 
Then you will have the ability to reuse poll questions 
without having to create them from scratch each time.
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Next name your template in the Template Name box 




Enable the Audio 
Transcript feature         
when recording a session
• A good idea for ADA compliance-
although transcripts aren’t perfect.
• This adds an additional touch and   
isn’t a standard setting.




Next scroll down until you see Advanced cloud 





Enable the registration    
link feature 
• This helps to keep track of the number 
of attendees ahead of your session.
• A great way to check how your 
marketing/outreach efforts are doing.
When you are in the Schedule a Meeting section 
(shown in earlier slides), scroll down to Registration 
and check the box labeled Required. 
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Consider adding a logo or 
banner to your 
session/event if requiring 
Registration
• A great way to make your session/event look 
more professional.
• Really show off your expert Zoom skills with 
this! 
• But keep in mind this ONLY works if you 
create a Registration requirement first.
After you have created a meeting with Registration, 
scroll down to the bottom of the page and select 
Branding.
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This is where you can add a Banner and/or a Logo for 
your session. Select Upload to navigate to your 
computer files to locate an image. 
Keep in mind that the images should fit the size and 





Thanks for your 
attention!
Feel free to reach out to me if 
you need assistance. 
Sandy Avila
savila@ucf.edu
